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1 of 1 review helpful Make sure to read this one By Raymond H Mullen If you like Civil War Historical Fiction you ll 
love this one The history is correct the geography is correct and the actual historical characters mentioned in this story 
are also correct Scarred is a great name considering the theme of this very involved emotion riddled tale Haven t we 
all made snap decisions in our lives that affected many After fatally shooting the Confederate sharpshooter who killed 
his bestfriend Zach Harkin s sense of revenge changes to deep remorse when heviews the dead man s diary and photo 
Haunted suffering from posttraumatic stress and unable to serve he is mustered out of service With scant information 
he begins an epic journey to search for the dead man s family He is captured imprisoned tortured and thoroughlytested 
as a human being and after escaping he never expect This lean Civil War sequel packs in more history and raw 
emotion than a 600 page epic Smith writes wonderfully and realistically and one can hear the pacing and menace 
Smith knows the Civil War in his bones KIRKUS REVIEWS Scarred 
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